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We outline a new theory of the electronic structure of inversion layers in many-valley
semiconductors which includes broken-symmetry many-body effects. This theory de-
scribes charge-density waves which account for the experimentally observed (i) degener-
acy and (ii) occupancy of the electron levels, and (iii) the high cyclotron mass in the (111)
surface n-type inversion layers of silicon. It reduces to earlier theories at the Si (100)
surface, where theory and experiment are in good agreement.

Recent experiments' ' on n-type inversion lay-
ers in silicon at the (111) surface in the metal-
oxide-semiconductor configuration have produced
a series of well-characterized results which can-
not be explained in terms of existing (essentially
one-electron) theories. ' ' ln these theories, the
inversion-layer electron wave functions are writ-
ten as'

q(r) =P „~„F„(r)p„(r),
where p„(r) is the Bloch function at one of the
(100) conduction band minima, F„(r) is the enve-
lope function which satisfies the effective-mass
Schrodinger equation, and the summation extends
over all valleys v. ' The coefficients o„deter-
mine the normalized linear combination of val-
leys. For the Si (111) surface, where the six val-
leys are equivalent, six independent and degener-
ate wave functions can be constructed. Experi-
mental data"' reveal for Si (111)a valley degen-
eracy of 2+ 0.2 instead of 6. Existing theories,
which include longitudinal-transverse mass mix-
ing, ' predict a cyclotron mass for Si (111) of
0.358m„while the experimental values' are
somewhat higher at (0.40+ 0.03)m, .

The present theory incorporates correlations
and exchange effects between different valleys.
It is similar in spirit to the approach of Penn, '
although our many-valley Hamiltonian requires
a very different treatment. As a result, the
ground state of the system, over a wide range of
values for the electronic interaction, is that of
either a charge-wave or a spin-density wave,
with the attendant correlations pushing the exper-
imentally unoccupied states well above the Fermi

level.
We solve the problem in two stages. We first

follow earlier theories and study, self-consis-
tently or variationally, the ordinary paramagnet-
ic state. For v identical valleys, ' described by
a normal effective mass m „density-of-states
transverse mass m„, smooth envelope function"

F(r;X kii) =A "'(2X"')ze ~'exp(ik (2)

and a total occupancy of n electrons per unit area,
the total energy per unit area of the system in
the Hartree approximation is

jz 77n @ ny en/ 1577e n2

nl
(3)

where Vis the gate voltage and e, is the static di-
electric constant for silicon. " The energy is
minimized with respect to X and n, subject to
Maxwell's equations,

V

4me(b(e, + 3/2ze, )
'

for oxide thickness 5 and oxide dielectric con-
stant e, . For typical values, A. varies approxi-
mately as n' ' and is such that for n= 3.6x 10"
cm ', Z-0.06 A '.

In the second stage, we treat the electron-elec-
tron interaction as a two-dimensional many-body
problem. It is worth pointing out here that the in-
version-layer geometry shares a number of com-
mon features with layer materials where charge-
density-wave ground states are known to exist. "
If we label the six valleys by creation operators
at, bt, ct, dt, et, and f t and by their respec-
tive destruction operators a, 5, etc. , the model
Hamiltonian is

K=g[e, (k)a„ta~, +corresponding terms for b, c, d, e, and f]
+ P U,[a„,taz, b~. tb~. +, , + other distinct combinations from a, b, c, d, e,

q~~'a+'
and f taken two at a time]
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+ Q [U„,a~~ b„i+, ~&I,i~. a~ ...+other distinct combinations from a, g, c, d, e,
qkk~aa~

and f taken two at a, time]

+ Q 2V,b~, &~, +~, ~ ~~ „+corresponding terms for g, c, d, e, and j],L

qI a'oo'

where, in addition to the six one-electron terms [e,(k), etc.], we have included six intravalley (V, ) and

fifteen intervalley (U, ) direct interaction terms as well as the fifteen intervalley (U, ) exchange terms.
While the direct terms are dominated by the Coulomb repulsion, to a very good approximation V, and

U, are equal (i.e. , they are the electron-electron Coulomb integrals for two electrons either in the
same or in different valleys). The exchange integrals (U„„etc.) take different values if the two val-
leys ab are along the same axis (e.g. , [100] for U,„)or at right angles to each other (e.g. , [100] and

[010] for U, z). This is illustrated in Fig, 1.
By defining the correlation and occupation quantities

&.-=Z.&~a. '~a.&, &ii=-E.&~&i'~.~».~.=-Za&&ao'f a.&, &.oui-=Z. &~~i'f ~~&, «c

ere can write, following standard procedure, ' the total energy of the system in the unrestricted Hartree-
Fock approximation

&+&HF ZkFk

-U,[gi+&))(&i+&~)—l&.~&I'-l&.&~I'-2I&.~i~l'+«her distin«pai~ise corn»nations]

+(U ..[&i&i+~ & &+2Aifl« —I~.»l' —l~.~il' —2 «{~.»».~)]

+ other distinct pairwise combinationsf

—V,[AiA~ —~Ai~~'+corresponding terms for 5, c, d, e, and f],
rvhere E~ is the occupation of the state of energy
E~; E~ is obtained from the solution of a 12' 12
secular equation derived from the equations of
motion of the real quasiparticle creation and de-
struction operators. '

The many possible self-consistent states are
characterized by the nonvanishing parameters de-
fined by Eq. (6). A nonvanishing b, describes a
density wave of vector q equal to the surface pro-
jection of the relevant intervalley k-space sepa-
ration. The possible solutions are numerous,
awhile many more can be ruled out. For example,
triple spin- or charge-density waves (A„i = L~ ~

=h~, i=hq~i =6~, i =A~q)g 0; b,„~i=+6 )) are al-
vrays unstable for any reasonable values of the
parameters Vx, U„and U2. In Fig, 2, we pre-
sent the phase diagram for the system as a func-
tion of U, 8 and U„ for V, = U, and three values"
of the ratio (U2„/U, z). The various U and V inter-
actions are in fact functions of ~, and hence func-
tions of n. But if they are considered as indepen-
dent parameters, the total energy {'f) scales with
n'.

The results of the calculation, as given in Fig.
2, show the following:

(1) For small values of the U and V, the ordi-
nary paramagnetic state is stable.

(2) For very large values of the parameters,
the stable solution is the ferromagnetic occupa-

tion of one valley. This solution maximizes the
kinetic energy term, but the electron-electron
contribution to the total energy vanishes.

(3) At intermediate values of U„ordinary
charge-density waves (CDW) and spin-density
waves (SDW) are stable. The former exist for
values of U, &0, while the latter exist for U, &0.

(4) These density waves {DW) are of two types,
and driven respectively by the U, (opposite val-
leys) and U» ("right angle" valleys) intera, ctions.
We label them DWo and DWP and they can be ei-
ther CDW or SDW. The DWe states couple two

FIG. 1. The two-dimensional (111) silicon surface
Brillouin zone. The electron valleys are indicated and
labeled. The toro different exchange interactions U&~
and V2g are indicated; they give rise to the correspond-
ing density-wave couplings D&o. and D%'P.
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coupled. Energy splittings between occupied and
empty (nonbonding and antibonding) bands are typ-
ically 10-15 meV. Details related to this and
other optical properties will be given elsewhere.
All states above have been tested for stability
against the onset of an additional density wave.

(5) The DWa states have an occupation multi-
plicity of 1 and are defined by

1 1
a~& =+ a~&= 4', A&=A&=D&=D&= 4',

with all other occupations and correlations van-
ishing.

(6) The DWP states have an occupation multi-
plicity of 2 and are given by

~bc) ~ef t + +hei + +r3f f

(c)

i

—10 0
U ~|I

IO

FIG. 2. Phase diagrams for the (111) Si/SiO& inver-
sion layer ground state. In all cases U& = V&. Axes are
in eV for a normalizing area of 10 cm . The three
diagrams correspond to different ratios r = U&QU2g.
(a) r= 0; (b) r=0.5; (c) y= 1.

opposite valleys (see Fig. 1 for the corresponding

q vector) and push one of them below the Fermi
level; the other four valleys remain unoccupied
and uncoupled. The DWP states couple four val-
leys in two pairs, pushing two of them below the
Fermi level; the other two valleys remain un-

nA . e(k) '
—correction 0

1

B Ca=Do=Ea= 8~7

with all other occupations and correlations equal
to zero.

(7) We have calculated, in all cases, the cyclo-
tron masses by determining areas of the Fermi
distribution and their derivatives with respect to
the Fermi energy. We find for reasonable values
of U and V [discussed below in paragraphs (8)
and (9)j, CDWo gives m*-=0.358m, while CDWP
yields m* = 0.405m, at the paramagnetic boundary
decreasing slowly to I*=0.375m, in Fig. 2(a) at
the ferromagnetic boundary. All these Inasses
include those many-body effects arising from the
unrestricted Hartree-Fock approximation. Dy-
namical corrections, which we have not included,
may modify these values. '+"

(8) The value of U, = V, is heavily dominated by
the repulsive Coulomb interaction. With a screen-
ing length s ', the envelope function (2) yields

e'ii 128k '
X (1.5s' —20s'Z'+ 120'')

e,A s(4X' —s')' (s' —4X')'

With s ' of the order of typical interelectron
spacings, "and a normalizing area A = 10 "cm',
Uy takes values U, ( 10 ' eV.

(9) The electron-electron exchange contribution
to U, is positive and small, but the electron-pho-
non contribution is negative and large, ""and
can be even larger in absolute value than Uy The
ratio U, „/U» is ( 0.5 as crudely estimated from
the ratio of the relevant phonon frequencies, and
with iU, &i -U, we are clearly in the CDWP re-
gime.

(10) Higher order correlation effects may change
(or renormalize) the values of the interaction pa-
rameters. ' We cannot at present estimate these
changes, but assume them not to be drastic.

(11) We have, of course, not examined all pos-
sible self-consistent states. It is conceivable
that ferrimagnetic states, spiral arrangements,
and complicated mixed DW's may exist and be
stable. However, the states we have found seem
to explain satisfactorily the observed experimen-
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tal data.
(12) The presence of either a DWa or a DWP

lowers the C,r symmetry of the Si (111) surface
to a mere mirror symmetry. This leads to the
formation of domains with three different orien-
tations of the density wave. Experiments per-
formed under controlled uniaxia. l conditions (e.g. ,
strains or fields) should be able to test the valid-
ity of our theory.

(13) The theory outlined above proceeds in a
similar way for other Si surfaces. For the (100)
surface, the asymmetry of the effective masses
and the cubic character of Si make the paramag-
netic state the stable one over a very wide range
of interaction parameters; and existing theo-
ries' ' should apply to them. The many-body as-
pects in this case should be the ordinary ones of

the two-dimensional normal electron gas.""
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